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(2a) Select Entities 
• Step Attention: Compute 

individual attention weight for 
each entity embedding


• Recurrent Attention: Attend 
over step’s attention weights 
and previous step’s attention


• Use combined attention to 
compute entity vector

Summary

(3) Apply action to entity 
• Compute bilinear projection 

of action and entity vectors


(4) Predict state changes 
• Individual classifiers predict 

state changes of new entity


(5) Update Entity Memory 
• Entity embeddings updated 

relative to attention weight 
during selection (2a)
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Action Nearest Neighbors

cut slice, split, snap, slash, carve, slit, chop

boil cook, microwave, fry, steam, simmer

add sprinkle, mix, reduce, splash, stir, dust

grease coat, rub, dribble, spray, smear, line

wash rinse, scrub, refresh, soak, wipe, scale

mash spread, puree, squeeze, liquefy, blend

place ease, put, lace, arrange, leave

warm reheat, ignite, heat, light, crisp, preheat
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“Wash and slice the apples”

Cookedness(            ) = ?
Cleanliness(            ) = clean 
Shape(            ) = separated 
Temperature(            ) = ?

eappleeappleeappleeapple

Action Function 
Embeddings

Entity State 
Embeddings

Action Applicator

Example:
Step 1. Brown meat in oil until brown on all sides

- Pred: oil, meat
- Gold: oil, meat

Step 2. Pour off grease
- Pred: oil
- Gold: <NONE>

Step 3. Add tomato paste, beef broth, salt and 
pepper, garlic, chili powder, cumin, chile peppers, 
and water.

- Pred: meat, garlic, chili_powder, tomato_paste, cumin, 
chiles, broth, water, pepper

- Gold: Same + [oil]

Step 4. Bring to boil, then turn very low, cover and 
simmer about one and one-half hours, or until 
meat is tender

- Pred: meat,  garlic, chili_powder, tomato_paste, 
cumin, chiles, broth, water, pepper

- Gold: Same + [oil]

Understanding by Labeling 
• Label syntactic and semantic categories for surface words

• Strong focus on what is explicity stated in text

Understanding by Simulation 
• Simulation of causal effects of descriptions in text

• Strong focus on what is implied in text

• MemNNs (Sukhbataar et al., 2015); EntNet (Henaff et al., 2016)

1) Slice apples into pieces.        3) Lay them in the pie sheet. 

2) Saute them until browned.     4) Bake for 30 minutes.

apples: cut
apples: cooked

apples: cut pie := apples 

+ sheet

pie: cookedapples: initial
pie: hot

pie: in oven

Model Continuation

Seq2seq Lightly grease baking pan with oil

Attn-S2S Combine all ingredients and mix well 
NPN Melt butter in skillet

Reference Melt butter in small saucepan and mix 
in bourbon, thyme, pepper, and salt

Preheat oven to 425 degrees .

Model Continuation
Seq2seq Serve at room temperature
Attn-S2S Store in an airtight container

NPN Refrigerate until ready to use

Reference Cover and chill at least 8 hours

Pour egg mixture over caramelized sugar in cake 

pan. Place pan in large shallow baling dish. Bake 

55 minutes or until knife in flan comes out clean.
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(2b) Select Actions 
• Compute unnormalized 

attention weights over action 
embeddings


• Compute action vector by 
weighing action embeddings 
by their attention weight

Approach: 
• Action function embeddings transform entity state embeddings

• Entity states tracked through time by embedding representation

• Current state of entity encoded in state embedding

• Crowdsource end state labels induced by actions

• Errors in predicting state backpropagate to action functions


